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914 Winner

FEATURES

This article has been designed to offer a practical and safe instrument to the operator in case of emergency. The stretcher, built with anodized
aluminium, is strong and handy thanks to its four wheels diam. 150, two fixed with brakes and two rotating. Important feature of this article is
the loading height regulation system. The automatic loading stretcher "WINNER" in fact is supplied with two sturdy perforated plates that
allow to change the little front wheels height in order to load the stretcher on ambulances of various model and with different inside fittings.
This stretcher has the possibility of having Trendelenburg and Fowler positions becoming this way a more complete and functional support
for every emergency situation. Back rest and lying part made with thermoplastic material reinforced to allow cardiac massage.
Easy to clean and to disinfect. Adjustable back rest 0° - 80°, moved by a gas piston that allow to fix the back rest safely in any position.
Trendelenburg and Fowler positions moved by gas pistons. Side protections completely overturnable. Blocking device for folded legs with a
system that avoid the compression of the blocking bar. Safety lever for the legs positioned near the unlocking device allowing thus the release
operation for the loading, keeping the hands on the stretcher. Vertical legs protected by nylon wedges. Self centring device mounted on
rotating wheels.
This system automatically blocks the back wheels in the central position during the loading of the stretcher on the ambulance avoiding to
turn the wheels manually.
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MAIN FEATURES

 

Usage Transport
Lying surface With Trendelenburg and Fowler
Wheel type 2 Rotating Wheels + 2 Small Fixed Wheels

Type
Height (cm) 87,5
Width (cm) 56
Weight (kg) 37

Loading capacity (kg) 170
Folded height (cm) 26

Max loading height (cm) 65
Length (cm) 194

Length with folded trolley (cm) 162
Min loading height (cm) 45

Material Anodized aluminium



ACCESSORIES

 

Front blocking device
Front blocking device for automatic

loading stretcher Rear fixing system
Rear fastening system for

ambulance cots H=129 mm

Rear fixing system
Rear fixing system for roll-in H=148

mm

950/2
Rear fixing system for roll-in H=160

mm

950/1
Rear fixing system for roll-in H=188

mm

939
Instrument support for stretchers

938
Oximeb oxygen cylinder holder 612/AN-2/MEB

Adjustable thoracic abdominal belt
orange/black with MeBer band and

4 points fastening for self loading
stretchers and sedan chairs

612/N-2/MEB
Adjustable thoracic abdominal belt

black with MeBer band with 4
points fastening for self loading

stretchers and sedan chairs

12025
Black multi usage object holder for

automatic loading stretcher

7013/A
3 pcs. Skay fire-proof electrowelded

mattress

7013/N
3 pcs. Skay fire-proof electrowelded

mattress

7014/A
4 pcs. Skay fire-proof electrowelded

mattress 12018N
Telescopic foldable phleboclysis
stand for self loading stretchers

936
Phleboclysis stand for automatic

loading stretcher Winner and Frog

608/A-MEB
2 pieces orange belt with metallic
hook and MeBer band (L. 155 cm)

608/N-MEB
2 pieces black belt with metalic

hook and MeBer band (L. 155 cm)
12070/BG

"COVER OX 2-3 BG"- professional
cylinder holder for 2 and 3 lt oxygen

bottles

12070/BR
COVER OX2-3 BR professional
cylinder holder with belt and

orange MeBer logo for 2 and 3 lt
oxygen bottles



12072/BG
"COVER OX 5 BG"- professional
cylinder holder for 5 lt oxygen

bottles

12072/BR
"COVER OX 5 BR"- professional
cylinder holder for 5 lt oxygen

bottles

12054
Oximeb Maxi - Oxygen cylinder

holder

   


